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Life Science Research Solutions, Products, and Resources



Avantor® can help equip your life sciences lab with the products, equipment, and supplies you need – whether you work in cell biology, genomics, proteomics, or other fields.
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Chromatography and Mass Spectrometry



Avantor has the resources to make your Chromatography or Mass Spectrometry applications run efficiently and effectively—from the measuring apparatus needed for chromatography, or the proteins used to fulfill sample manipulation during mass spectrometry. 
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The VWR Chromatography Advantage

The products you use, the products you need, the suppliers you trust for chromatography.
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Analytical Chemistry



Avantor carries a broad range of trusted products to help you meet the needs of your lab applications and protocols. Our product offerings can help with biomedical research, forensic work, and clinical diagnostics.
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Biopharma Production



Our bioprocessing products are engineered to the highest quality standards and regulatory requirements. Explore our solutions for multiple applications - vaccines, monoclonal antibodies, recombinant proteins, cell or gene therapy.
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Avantor fluid handling solutions 

Avantor supports end-to-end fluid management solutions – including Masterflex® peristaltic pumps and aseptic fluid transfer solutions – that are reliable and customer-centric, helping bioprocessing manufacturers meet their research and production goals.
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Safety



Nothing that happens in the labor other workplace is as important as your health and safety. Avantor® helps keep you safe with a robust line of safety products and personal protective equipment -- from waste bins to safety signs.
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DuPont™ ProShield® 30 Shoe Covers

Exceptional skid resistance, both wet and dry, for dirty jobs and controlled environments. Durable, low-linting, & available in white or blue.
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Controlled Environment and Cleanroom Solutions



Cleanrooms and controlled environments are used for ultraclean conditions in research and manufacturing. Get trusted safety products from Avantor.
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The comfort you need with VWR® Sterilized Soft side Safety Goggle

Fog-free, soft sided, and splash resistant. These goggles are comfortable and have good peripheral vision. Don't miss out, order yours today!
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Veltek Associates, Inc. CleanPrint 10 Cleanroom Paper

VAI's cellulose free, low particlate and chemical resistant cleanroom paper. Available in 8.5x11, A4, pre-hole punched and multiple colors.
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Advanced Battery Science



Avantor distributes a broad range of lab consumables.
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New Lab Start-Up Program



Find everything you need to start setting up your lab, including special savings, checklists, and more...
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Science Delivered



From scientific discovery to scale-up and commercial delivery, Avantor offers mission-critical products, services and solutions on a global scale.
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Supporting Research on COVID-19



Easy access to products and protocols for research use only in the identification of 2019-nCoV based on Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommendations
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Moving forward. Together.



So much has changed during this unprecedented time, except your ability to count on Avantor. We continue to set science in motion to create a better world by providing you with the right solutions to keep moving forward.
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Our Collection of VWR brands



Our solutions, developed with you as our focus, are crafted by our team and network of professionals with advanced degrees in science, quality control, engineering, manufacturing and industry experience.
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Let Us Help You Find Your Perfect Pipette

You need to be comfortable and find the proper fit, VWR wants to help find the best pipette for you.
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VWR Collection Providing a Wide Selection of Vials

VWR supports you in your autosampler vial selection process through on-site consultations with our Chromatography Specialists, and providing samples when needed.
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Avantor Seradigm Sera



VWR provides the cell culture community with access to the most reliable supply of exceptional quality Fetal Bovine Serum: VWR Life Science Seradigm.
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Quantitatively and Qualitatively show your qPCR!

Quanta Biosciences and VWR are proud to fund a grant award for publication of research involving qPCR methodologies utilizing any Quanta Bioscience qPCR reagent in JoVE.
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VWR Collection Essential Cell Culture Instruments

VWR®'s cell culture portfolio provides all the essential instruments, tailored to the needs of your cell biology processes.
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For successful cryopreservation of cells - Look to VWR Collection Portfolio

Streamline your workflow storage with VWR Ultra- Low Temperature Upright Freezer.
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Avantor fluid handling solutions



Avantor supports end-to-end fluid management solutions – including peristaltic pumps and aseptic fluid transfer solutions – that are reliable and customer-centric, helping bioprocessing manufacturers meet their research and production goals.
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Avantor single-use solutions
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Research & Development



A strong, vibrant research and development group is the lifeblood of all industries. VWR will support you from the latest life science products to the guaranteed purity of organic building blocks...
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Production



VWR is ready to support your production facility with reliable access to raw materials and essential supplies. We can also help you increase productivity...
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Avantor fluid handling solutions 

Avantor supports end-to-end fluid management solutions – including Masterflex® peristaltic pumps and aseptic fluid transfer solutions – that are reliable and customer-centric, helping bioprocessing manufacturers meet their research and production goals.
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Medical Lab Supplies & Equipment



We are committed to providing you with products and processes that make it easy for you to focus on results...
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Cardinal Health's Newest Nitrile Glove: Esteem™ Comfort

These gloves offer the perfect combination of improved elongation with outstanding protection from chemotherapy drugs, and an FDA-approved low dermatitis potential claim.
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Thermo Scientific™ Nalgene™ Mr. Frosty™ Freezing Container

Freeze cells in tubes from 1 to 5mL using the Thermo Scientific™ Mr. Frosty™ Freezing Container at nearly -1°C/minute.
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VWR Revolutionary Data Logging Thermometer

The VWR Traceable Logger-Trac Temperature Datalogger is perfect for monitoring material during storage, handling, and transportation.
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Furniture



Avantor can help you plan, design, and configure a custom laboratory environment that meets all your needs.









	

Erlab – Safety, Savings, and Sustainability
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Mining Lab Supplies



VWR/Anachemia continues to be the undisputed leader when it comes to supplying laboratories conducting mineral analyses around the world...
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Industrial Solutions



VWR is proud of our years of experience providing choice and excellent service to the Industrial market from Food & Beverage, Petrochemical, Environmental Testing, Waste Water, Cosmetics, Consumer Goods, Agriculture and more...
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Rely on Thermo Scientific Nalgene Rapid Flow Filtration Units

See how the unique Nalgene Rapid-Flow membrane support system provides the last line of defense against contamination.
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Thermo Scientific Nalgene Labware Value Pack

Assortment of popular, everyday Nalgene labware in a convenient pack.
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Avantor fluid handling solutions 

Avantor supports end-to-end fluid management solutions – including Masterflex® peristaltic pumps and aseptic fluid transfer solutions – that are reliable and customer-centric, helping bioprocessing manufacturers meet their research and production goals.
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Government



VWR is committed to providing efficient and effective solutions to Government buyers...
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New! Thermo Scientific RDE Series ULT Freezers.

Dependable -80C storage with a focus on sustainability without sacrificing sample protection. 5 year bumper to bumper warranty!
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Let Us Help You Find Your Perfect Pipette

You need to be comfortable and find the proper fit, VWR wants to help find the best pipette for you.
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Office Supplies



VWR is your complete source for workplace supplies. Binders, calendars, pens, cleaning and sanitation supplies, and office equipment are just some of the essential products we offer...
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Science Education



Science education supplies, specimens, activities, and equipment for all grade levels – kindergarten to college
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J.T.Baker® Robotic Tips and Plates



New Avantor® J.T.Baker® premium conductive and non-conductive robotic tips deliver superior quality and reliable performance for results you can trust. 
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Avantor Services



As your trusted, collaborative partner, Avantor Services helps you increase efficiency, maximize productivity, and accelerate innovation.
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Downstream process optimization support
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The support you need to optimize operations

Avantor Services provides a wide range of specialized services and digital solutions to help you solve complex challenges.

We’ve built our reputation on consistent, comprehensive mastery of day-to-day operations, allowing lab, clinical, and production environments to focus their high-value resources on core scientific priorities.

As our customers’ needs have evolved, so have our capabilities. We have become experts in scientific operations, improving performance with sophisticated solutions and providing guidance on best practices.

You can select and customize services for peak efficiency, quality, and accelerated innovation.

For more information, call 1.888.793.2300.
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VWR Custom Manufacturing Services



High-quality chemicals and services, customized to your product or manufacturing needs...
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Case Studies
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St. Louis Manufacturing Facility









VWR enables the advancement of science by providing high-quality chemicals and services, customized to your product or manufacturing needs.

We use operational excellence to deliver solutions that enable research, testing, production, and commercialization across the globe.

Our Core Capabilities Include:

	Custom Liquid Manufacturing
	Custom Liquid Dosing and Packaging
	Custom Powder Manufacturing
	Powder Dosing and Packaging
	Assembly and Finishing


Contact VWR Custom Manufacturing Services at 1.800.932.5000 or VWRCustom@vwr.com.
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e-Commerce / mobile technology solutions



In addition to vwr.com, VWR, part of Avantor offers a state-of-the-art technology solutions portfolio.
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 Masterflex® product support 







Tools and compatibility
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  Chemical Compatibility Database  

Masterflex provides a free, easy to use Chemical Compatibility database for chemicals and materials.
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Common Converters



General unit, engineering, fluids, light, and other converters from Masterflex.
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  Masterflex Pump Head Material Compatibility Database  

Compare and select pump head material and/or a chemical to learn their interactions.
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  Masterflex Tubing and Chemical Compatibility Database  

Masterflex® Tubing & Chemical Compatibility from Masterflex
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Masterflex Selection Tool



Find the recommended bundled peristaltic pump system for you in less than 6 questions!
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Masterflex Configurator



Assemble your pump system by choosing features you need and resulting compatible components







Product service and support
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Product Repairs

 


More than 45 years of combined experience in diagnostics, troubleshooting, and repairs.
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Technical & Application Support

 


Expert technical & application assistance before and after the sale.
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Warranty Registration

 


Register your products to ensure quality service and peace of mind.
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Software Downloads

 


Download software and drivers.
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Looking for an instruction manual?

 


Instruction manuals are available on the item detail page.
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Where to find certificates

 


Use our certificate search feature.
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Technical Resources

 


Selection guides, White papers, Case studies, Videos and more.
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Trademarks

 


Masterflex registered trademarks and pending applications.

















Is the global siloxane shortage affecting you?





We have you covered without alternative tubing solutions




Learn more
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Avantor®, a Fortune 500 company, is a leading global provider of mission-critical products and services to customers in the biopharma, healthcare, education & government, and advanced technologies & applied materials industries. Our portfolio is used in virtually every stage of the most important research, development and production activities in the industries we serve. Our global footprint enables us to serve more than 300,000 customer locations and gives us extensive access to research laboratories and scientists in more than 180 countries. We set science in motion to create a better world. For information visit, www.avantorsciences.com and find us on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook.
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